
I happened to be ask to make a video about memorial day of Nanjing Massa-
cre during last summer. The days before I really do not feel like the history 
have anything to do with me, they just past.

"On November 11, 1937, after securing control of Shanghai, the Japanese 
army advanced towards Nanking from different directions. In the following six 
weeks, the occupying forces engaged in an orgy of looting and mass execu-
tion which came to be known as the Nanking Massacre. Most experts agree 
that at least 300,000 Chinese died, and 20,000 women were raped. "

Endless distant places and countless people have nothing to do with me. 
There were countless people losing their lives during the Nanjing Massacre 
War. When I started to read the details about this I know that if I forgot it I will 
be a inflicter. I hope I can do something to help our people to think of this.

So we want to make a interactive installation that can be use to memorise the 
history in a better way.

Develops a better way for people to pray for victims 

in Nanjing Massacre War in combination with the 

meaning of the sky lantern
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Nanj ing Massacre is  a  
tragic memory of human 
h i s to ry.  Peop le  o f ten  
mourn the victims of the 
Nanjing Massacre, in order 
to remember history and 
cherish peace.

1. Nanjing Massacre survivor 2. Nanjing Massacre survivor 3. Victims' relatives 4. Young generation

" I hope people never have to

experience the pain I have suffered."

“ Listento the past thing，mourn the

victims, I cherish this peace now."
" In the sound of the shells, I under-

stand how precious peace is."

“ I hope there is no war,

no broken family.”

I have tried some traditional ways of mourning But these methods have their shortcomings

1. Sky lantern harms the environment      

I want to know who have the same wish with me 
and I want to know more about Nanjing Massacre

Traditional way of mourning

No more interaction

Creative but gloomy 

No more information

In Nanjing, the government set up a 
memorial hall to mourn the people 
who died in the war and also often 
held memoria l  act iv i t ies  to warn 
people to remember the history and 
cherish peace. 
But these activities lack some immer-
sive interactive elements.

Leave flowers and mourn Electronic candles showroom

People need to remember the history and cherish peace by mourning the victims of Nanking Massacre.
But this part in the memorial needs improvement.

Commemoration form comparison

Conclusion

RESEARCH
/  BLESSING LANTERN

     / Interview 2

     / Observation2

     / Storyboard2

2. Nanjing Massacre commemorations in the memorial 
lacks creativity 

3. Nanjing Massacre commemorations in the me-
morial lack the interaction with history and 
others 

Painpoints



·  make an interactive videos of lantern scenes
·  enhance the sense of immersion

·  use the highlights to form a city map, highlights 
symbolize the victims

·  use breathing light to enhance the sense of interaction
·  friendly to the environment 

Confused what to do

Not very interesting

Projection wall is beautiful
Take too long time to finish

Lack of interaction

Have to look down when look at the map

Projection wall is beautiful

More interaction

Overhead data Map  can relate to the meaning 
of victims’soul in the heaven.

Projection wall is beautiful

Conclusion： Most of people show more interest to the last one , while some idea from other one can be conbine.

PROCESS
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     / Vision Statement 2

     / Conceptual Development2

Function I

Use electronic lanterns to do prayingv activities Use the projection to add interactive experience Show the history of war on an digital map

Mode I

Background screen

Audio equipment

Digital map

Sky LanternMode II

Sky Lantern & bells

Front projection

Digital map

Audio equipment

Mode III

·  establish interactions between viewers and others
·  well connected to history

Rich information
Provide information 

about the tragedy and 
make it not just a game.

Empathy
Make our participants 

feel connected to those 
who passed away.

Immersion
Make our viewers 

get involved.

Function II Function III Function IV

Broadcast the survivors' dictating the voice and the 
blessings of other prayers



Walk into the  
installation.

Listen to the voice praying  
for the victims following the 
movement.

1 2

3.2

4

3.1
Watch the prospective and 
lantern change as moving.

We collected the audio from documentary 
of the survivors and the wishes from from 
different sectors of society.

Shake the bell  to pray for the victims

5 See the light array 
form a pattern  

See the light on the map 
shine at the corresponding 
position

The light brightness of the point 
represent the fatalities of that 
position.

Kinect catch the movement
Processing output the perspective 
Projector show picture on the wall

Kinect catch the movement
ECHARTS make the datavisualization
Projector show picture on the roof

Tilt sensor turn on Arduino 
Wifi module sends the signal to PC
PC check the status and send signal tolantern receiver.

The receiver in the lantern reveive the signal 
Arduino control the led starts shining 
control the motor starts to work to raise the lantern.
ECHARTS make the datavisualization
Projector show picture on the roof

Bell

Pattern

pigeon Olive Anti-War

The design draws on the shape of the orchid 
which symbolizes happiness, carrying people's 
best wishes

Swallow Rock
100,000

Grass Gorge

Jiangdongmen

Zijing Moutain

Yuhuatai

City WallXia Guan

3,000
60,000

30,000

1,500

30,000

20,000
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     / Interaction System2      / Visual Design of Lantern2     / Visual Design of Digital Map2

bottom viewside view



Arduino UNO R3
ESP8266-01
LED lights
Ball switch
Computer windows system
Several Micro-USB lines
Bread board
DuPont line
Breadboard jumper
Resistance

Tools and materials:

Tilt sensor

Arduino

Case A Case B

Arduino IDE

Projection part

Wifi module

Wifi receiver

case A or case B

Shining and Lifting

PC

LED Motor

Tools and materials:

Arduino UNO R3
ESP8266-01
Motor
Computer windows system
Several Micro-USB line
Bread board
DuPont line
Breadboard jumper
Resistance

HARDWARE TEST
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     / Function1  Breathing(Shining)2

     / Function2 Lifting2

     / Hardware Connection2      / Flow Chart2      / Programming 2



oscP5
Kinect

Walk

Shake bell

Processing

Wi� moduleTilt sensor

LED MotorPC

Top Projection
- Data Visualization

Wall projection
SoundBox- Lantern scene

HARDWARE CONNECTION TECHNIQUE Position data
Position data

Send data

Recieve data

Unfold-
ing map 
Library

Shine & Lift up

Processing

 TECHNIQUE
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Begin

Initialized

Generate lanterns

Draw lanterns 

Sort the lanterns

Light up lanterns

Start moving

Stop moving

Light goes out

Read the information 
given by Arduino 
through serial port 

Read the information 
given by Arduino 
through serial port 

Case = “b”
(ring  the bell)?

Electrical 
machinery stop 

working?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Draw lanterns 

Update the data

Sort the lanterns

Randomly generate 
the lantern within the 

border

Start moving

Yes

Does the 
lantern move 

out of the 
border?

A lantern is formed from two ellipses and 
many rectangles with gradient color, simulat-
ing the glowing effect.

Simulate Glowing Effect

The appearance attributes of lanterns 
are initialized with random value to 
create lanterns with different shape and 
color.

Various Kinds of Lantern

Real-time blur effect is difficult to achieve because the lantern is not a single image but consists of 
lots of basic graphics，and the blur level must be related to the depth value which changes when 
lantern moves in order to simulate the focus of a camera lens and bokeh to create the illusion of film-
ing with a real camera.
I failed many times to do this experiment but finally succeeded.

Blur Effect Simulating Focus of Camera Lens

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
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     / Interactive Animation Design2
Basic Attributes

Color
Shape
Size
Position
Velocity
Accelerated 
Velocity

Basic Requirements
Move in different directions including front 
and back
Three dimensional effect
Simulate focus of a camera lens and Bokeh 
effect
Control the lighting and movement  through 
physical interaction.
Simulate the change in perspective accord-
ing to the position of the viewer 

     / Analyzation of the Class of Lantern2      / Programming Difficulties2

     / Program Flow Chart2

     / Final Effect2

     / Coding

The sky lantern scene includes two parts 
-- the  latterns and the blurring spots,  
simulating the blurring effect of the 
camera. The viewer can control the light-
ing and movement of the lantern through 
physical interaction.



Modifications

Failed to programmatically 
set the corect color of  LED, 
so we used  translucent  
colored paper to wrap the 
LED, making the lantern 
have warm light. 

INSTALLATION MAKING PROCESS
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Invited 3 students to partic-
ipate in the scene.
(We have not yet achieved 
the audio function) 

video link:

INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE
/  BLESSING LANTERN   

https://youtu.be/z4Pf9lpnGZQ


